
CORRUPTION IN EDUCATION

Education sector corruption erodes social trust, worsens inequality, and sabotages development. Types of corruption in
elementary-secondary education range.

Some of the powers they enjoy would be better performed by external autonomous agencies that are
acknowledged to be impartial and independent. Commission a formal analysis. Example: Colombia 
Non-sector-specific organisations also have sector knowledge. Building a meaningful integrity framework is a
major topic, and there is much useful material on strengthening the integrity of public officials. Involving both
parent groups and civil society is likely to be worthwhile. This is a way of raising awareness of the corruption
issues in a very visible public forum. Decide if it would help to do a formal analysis of the corruption types
and the levels of corruption risk. Are there some aspects of the current institutional processes that are the most
serious for corruption for example, corruption in the exam system or in the appointment of teachers where
there really do need to be more specific or more energetic reforms? I have been present at such discussions in
numerous professional leadership groups, from global companies to Ministry leadership teams, from clean
Scandinavian countries to endemically corrupt conflict countries. Examine how serious is the education
corruption in your country compared with other countries, and with countries you regard as your peers? After
a detailed analysis by the Independent Corruption Monitoring Committee MEC in and approval of the
recommendations by the President and High Council in , reforms are starting. Example â€” Lebanon  Another
direction is to build the capability of community oversight bodies to hold their school management to account:
there is plenty of scope to improve this from most current levels. A reform strategy might, for example,
consist of some institutional improvement projects, plus strengthening integrity among staff, plus strengthened
sanctions and discipline. This takes time but gives you a thorough baseline for your reforms. Finan and D.
This task is important but is easily overlooked. Questions to ask include: what are the specific corruption
problems in your education system? This system is recognized as an important effort towards ensuring greater
equity in education by cutting school fees for the poorest children in South Africa, thereby giving them access
to education. This changes quickly once you make it clear that this is not a taboo subject, and that your
purpose in tackling it is not punitive but is constructive because it will actively improve access and service for
your students. Publicly displayed transparency boards are now regarded as an important feature of
community-based monitoring and public hearings are held where people are invited to give testimonies of
corrupt practices and government officials are called upon to take action. Gather available data.


